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Dear Ride or Attraction Operator:

In order to prepare yourself for the Amusement Ride Inspector test, it will be necessary for you to become familiar with our study material and regulations. Enclosed is a copy of the Act, the Regulations, and study guide for your review. This information covers the essential areas of Amusement Ride inspections and should be beneficial in preparing for the test.

You are required to attend a seminar at least one within each three-year certification period. The seminar alone does not prepare you for the test. If you have not yet attended the required seminar, we will extend a one-time grace period until the next seminar so you can comply immediately.

Also enclosed is an application to become a Qualified Amusement Ride Inspector in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Please complete the enclosed application and return it to this office as soon as possible for review or bring it with you when you take the inspector test at a seminar or our Harrisburg office.

The Amusement Ride Inspector test is administered by appointment throughout the year and during approved ride inspector safety seminars. If you wish to take the test, please contact Supervisor Joe Filoromo at 717-215-4316 or jfiloromo@pa.gov. This study material has been compiled to help the applicant prepare for the Certified Amusement Ride Safety Inspector Test. Not all information required to answer all the questions on the test can be found in this document.

The Department can and will change and up-date this material as the situation warrants. The Department reserves the right to limit the number of times an unsuccessful person can attempt to pass the test to three (3).

The Department assesses a fifty-dollar ($50) certification fee, payable the day of the test. Make checks payable to "The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture". The Department cannot accept cash.

Sincerely,

Walter Remmert, Director

PART V-D. AMUSEMENT RIDES AND AMUSEMENT ATTRACTIONS

CHAPTER 139. AMUSEMENT RIDES AND ATTRACTIONS

Subchap. Sec.
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Authority

The provisions of this Chapter 139 issued under the Amusement Ride Inspection Act (4 P.S. §§ 401—419), unless otherwise noted.

Source

The provisions of this Chapter 139 adopted April 11, 1986, effective April 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 1268, unless otherwise noted.

Cross References

This chapter cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139a.1 (relating to scope); 7 Pa. Code § 139a.21 (relating to registration of bungee jumping operations); 7 Pa. Code § 139a.51 (relating to qualifications of jump master); and 7 Pa. Code § 139a.92 (relating to penalties).
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§ 139.1. Scope.

(a) This chapter prescribes policies and procedures relating to administration of safety standards for installation, assembly, repair, maintenance, use, operation, disassembly and inspection of amusement rides and amusement attractions erected permanently or temporarily at carnivals, fairs, amusement parks or any other location in this Commonwealth.

(b) This chapter applies to new and existing commercially used amusement rides and attractions subject to the act.

(c) This chapter does not apply to:

1. An attraction principally devoted to the exhibition of products of agriculture, industry, education, science, religion or the arts.
2. Single passenger, coin-operated, manually, mechanically or electrically operated rides except where admission is charged for the use of the equipment.
3. Licensed watercraft regulated by the Fish Commission or the United States Coast Guard.
4. Aircraft regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration.
5. Devices, including trains, regulated by the United States Government.
6. Ski lifts, elevators or rides to the extent they are registered and regulated by any other agency of the Commonwealth.
7. Amusement attractions, and amusement rides regulated by another Commonwealth agency and waterslides, to the extent that they are regulated by the Department of Health for pool design, sanitary facilities and similar features.

Authority

The provisions of this § 139.1 issued under: the Amusement Ride Inspection Act (4 P. S. §§ 401—419); amended under: section 14 of the Amusement Ride Inspection Act (4 P. S. § 414).

Source


§ 139.2. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:


Affiliated qualified inspector—A qualified inspector with a Department-issued certificate and credential card authorizing that person to act as a qualified inspector only with respect to the amusement rides or amusement attractions of the owner or lessee designated on that certificate and credential card. An affiliated qualified inspector is not a general qualified inspector.

Amusement attraction—
(i) A building or structure around, over or through which people may move or walk, without the aid of a moving device integral to the building or structure, that provides amusement, pleasure, thrills or excitement.

(ii) The term does not include an enterprise principally devoted to the exhibition of products of agriculture, industry, education, science, religion or the arts.

Amusement park—A tract or area used principally as a location for permanent amusement structures or rides.

Amusement ride—A device that carries, suspends or conveys passengers along, around or over a fixed or restricted route or course or within a defined area, for the purpose of giving its passengers amusement, pleasure, thrills or excitement.

ASTM—American Society for Testing Materials—This organization is currently named and known as ASTM International.

ASTM International—The organization formerly known as ASTM or the American Society for Testing Materials.


ASTM standards—Standards promulgated by the ASTM entitled Standard Guide for the Classification of Amusement Ride and Device Related Injuries and Illnesses, designation ASTM F 1305, or its successor, which provide procedures for the uniform classification of data related to amusement ride and device injuries and illnesses.

Attendant—A person having responsibility for some aspect of the operation of an amusement ride or attraction, but who is not an operator.

Board—The Amusement Ride Safety Advisory Board.

Carnival—An itinerant enterprise consisting principally of temporary amusement structures or mechanical rides.

Class I amusement ride or amusement attraction—A type of amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which the following apply:

(i) The ride or attraction is on the Department’s most current list of approved rides.

(ii) The ride or attraction is a comparatively simple ride such as bumper cars, bumper boats, a multipassenger coin-operated kiddie ride, go-carts, a live animal ride, a manually powered ride, a miniature train, an inflatable bounce ride, slide or similar device.

(iii) The Department has, on its most current list of approved rides, designated the ride or attraction as belonging within “Class I” for purposes of establishing the appropriate required minimum liability insurance coverage required with respect to that ride or attraction, in accordance with section 14(a)(1) of the act (4 P.S. § 414(a)(1)).
Class II amusement ride or amusement attraction—A type of amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which the following apply:

(i) The ride or attraction is on the Department’s most current list of approved rides.

(ii) The Department has, on its most current list of approved rides, designated the ride or attraction as belonging within “Class II” for purposes of establishing the appropriate required minimum liability insurance coverage required with respect to that ride or attraction, in accordance with section 14(a)(2) of the act.

Commercially used—In the context of amusement rides and amusement attractions, the term includes any ride or attraction offered for use by persons in consideration of payment of a ticket fee, an entry fee, a rental fee or any other fee or charge as a condition of use of the ride or attraction.

Department—

(i) The Department of Agriculture of the Commonwealth.

(ii) The term includes employees of the Department.

Fair—An enterprise principally devoted to the periodic and recurring exhibition of products of agriculture, industry, education, science, religion or the arts that has one or more amusement rides or attractions operated in conjunction therewith in either temporary or permanent structures.

General qualified inspector—A qualified inspector with a Department-issued certificate and credential card authorizing that person to act as a qualified inspector, without limiting the exercise of that inspection authority to the amusement rides or amusement attractions of a particular owner or lessee. A general qualified inspector is not an affiliated qualified inspector.

Inspection—Inspection by a qualified inspector of an amusement ride, device or attraction for compliance with the act and this chapter.

Kiddy ride or kiddie ride—An amusement ride or attraction designed primarily for use by children up to 12 years of age.

Lessee—A person who leases an amusement ride or attraction from its owner, or from an authorized representative of an owner.

Major modification—A change in either the structural or operational characteristics of an amusement ride or amusement attraction which can alter its performance from that specified in the manufacturer’s design criteria.

Major ride—An amusement ride or attraction that is not a kiddy ride.

National Electrical Code—The National Electrical Code NFPA No. 70-E, as revised, amended or corrected.

New amusement ride or amusement attraction—An amusement ride or attraction of a design not previously operated in this Commonwealth and for which no regulations have been adopted.

Operation—

(i) When used in the context of an amusement ride or attraction, the term includes the loading of persons onto the ride or attraction, the physical
movement of the ride or—in the case of nonmechanical rides (such as slides) or attractions—the movement of persons on or through the ride or attraction, and the unloading of persons from the ride or attraction.

(ii) The term does not include the portion of a patron line that extends outside of any fence, wall, guardrail or gate that limits access to the amusement ride or amusement attraction and that is required in order for the ride or attraction to meet the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards.

(iii) The term does not include that portion of a patron line that extends outside or beyond any device or object that limits or identifies control access for the ride or attraction if a fence, wall, guardrail or gate is not required in order for the ride or attraction to meet ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards.

Operator—A person actually engaged in or directly controlling the operation of an amusement ride or attraction.

Owner—

(i) A person who owns an amusement ride or attraction.

(ii) The term excludes the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions.


Permanent structure—A structure, enclosure or arrangement of parts, used or intended to be used for or as an amusement ride or attraction, that is erected to remain a lasting part of the premises.

Person—Includes a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, business trust, other association, government entity (other than the Commonwealth), estate, trust, foundation or natural person.

Professional engineer—

(i) An individual licensed and registered under the Engineer, Land Surveyor and Geologist Registration Law (63 P. S. §§ 148—158.2) or a successor statute to engage in the practice of engineering.

(ii) The term does not include a person who is exempt from licensure and registration under section 5(b) of the Engineer, Land Surveyor and Geologist Registration Law (63 P. S. § 152(b)).

Qualified inspector—

(i) A person certified by the Department who by education, training or experience is knowledgeable with amusement ride operating manuals and the psychological effects each ride has upon a passenger. The person shall also be experienced in the erection and dismantling of amusement rides and shall be familiar with the specific equipment with that particular operator.

(ii) The term includes affiliated qualified inspectors and general qualified inspectors.

Secretary—The Secretary of the Department.

Serious injury or illness—

(i) An injury or illness that requires one or more of the following:

(A) Offsite emergency first aid.
(B) Offsite medical treatment, whether it is administered or recommended or may be required at a future date.

(C) Observation by a licensed physician.

(D) Admission to a hospital.

(ii) The term also includes an injury or illness that results in death, dismemberment, significant disfigurement or permanent loss of the use of a body organ, member, function or system.

Temporary structure—A structure, enclosure or arrangement of parts used, or intended to be used for or as an amusement ride or attraction, that is relocated from time to time with or without disassembly.

Working day—A day other than a Saturday, Sunday, National holiday or holiday of the Commonwealth.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.2 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276962) to (276964).

Cross References

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.11 (relating to accident reporting).

§ 139.3. Compliance.

(a) General requirement. Owners, lessees and operators of amusement rides or attractions in this Commonwealth shall comply with this chapter.

(b) Use of nonconforming rides or attractions prohibited. An amusement ride or amusement attraction which is not in compliance with this chapter may not be used or occupied except as provided in subsection (c).

(c) Nonconforming individual units. Where only individual units of a ride, such as cars, seats or other carriers are defective and not in compliance with this chapter, the units shall either be removed from the operating area of the ride or shall be taken out of service and clearly marked with a sign reading “Out of Service” if the defects or removal do not jeopardize the safety of the entire ride or attraction.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.3 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276964).

§ 139.4. Registration.

(a) Registration required. An owner intending to operate or use an amusement ride or an amusement attraction in this Commonwealth during a calendar year shall register the amusement ride or amusement attraction with the Department prior to operation.

(b) Duration of registration. Registration of an amusement ride or an amusement attraction shall expire as of the earlier of the following:
(1) January 1 of the year immediately following the year with respect to which the registration is issued.

(2) The date upon which the registered amusement ride or amusement attraction undergoes a major modification.

(c) Obtaining a registration application. A person may obtain an amusement ride or amusement attraction registration application form by contacting the Department as described in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department). The Department will provide the form upon request, and make the form available for download through the Department’s web site: www.agriculture.state.pa.us.

(d) Contents of registration application form. A registration application form will require the following information:

   (1) The name, address, e-mail address and telephone number of the owner.

   (2) The name, address, e-mail address and telephone number of the lessee, if different than the owner.

   (3) If the amusement ride or amusement attraction has previously been registered, the registration number appearing on the registration plate issued by the Department and attached to that ride or attraction.

   (4) A description of the type of enterprise involved, whether a carnival, fair, park, rental company, go-cart track, water park, nonseasonal operation, or other.

   (5) A list of each amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which registration is sought, by name, manufacturer’s name and serial number.

   (6) The name, address, e-mail address and telephone number of the insurance carriers providing the owner, lessee or operator the liability coverage required under section 14 of the act (4 P. S. § 414) and § 139.5 (relating to insurance).

   (7) With respect to each identified amusement ride or attraction, verification of one of the following:

      (i) The amusement ride or amusement attraction is of a type appearing on the Department’s most current list of approved rides.

      (ii) Written verification under seal of a professional engineer, acknowledging familiarity with the ride or attraction at issue, acknowledging familiarity with the requirements of the act and this chapter and confirming all of the following:

         (A) The ride or attraction is designed to carry all loads safely, and to withstand normal stresses to which it may be subjected.

         (B) The structural materials and construction of the ride or attraction conform to normal engineering practices, procedures, standards and specifications.

         (C) Data pertinent to the design, structures, and factors of safety and performance are in accordance with accepted engineering practices.
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(D) The manufacturer or fabricator of the ride or attraction otherwise meets the applicable design and construction requirements of the act, the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards and this chapter.

(8) An acknowledgment by the applicant that, if the registration is approved, it is the responsibility of the applicant to apprise the Department, in writing, of changes to the information provided on the registration application during the registration period.

(9) An acknowledgment by the applicant that, if registration is approved, the registration automatically ceases as of the date of any major modification, and the ride shall be reregistered with the Department.

(10) The signature of the applicant for registration, verifying that representations in the application are accurate and complete, and making that verification subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).

(e) **Department action on registration application.** The Department will, within 30 days of receiving a correct and complete registration application form, mail the applicant one of the following:

1. Written confirmation of registration and, if necessary, a registration plate to be affixed to the amusement ride or attraction.
2. Written denial of registration, with an explanation of the reasons for denial.
3. A detailed request for additional information or clarification the Department deems necessary to ensure the amusement ride or amusement attraction meets the requirements in subsection (d)(7)(ii)(A)–(D). This request may also include a requirement the ride or attraction be made available to the Department or persons authorized by the Department, at a time or location mutually agreeable to the applicant and the Department, for inspection and testing. Once the requested information is delivered to the Department or the requested testing and inspection is conducted, the Department will have an additional 30-day period within which to review the registration application.

(f) **Responsibility of registrant.** A person who registers an amusement ride or amusement attraction in accordance with this section shall, during the registration period, be responsible to apprise the Department, in writing, of changes to the information provided on the registration application. In addition, the registrant shall affix the registration plate provided by the Department to the amusement ride or amusement attraction in a location where the plate is plainly visible to the riding public, and shall promptly request a replacement plate when necessary.

(g) **Refusal or revocation of registration.** If the Department issues a written denial of registration as described in subsection (e)(2), it will afford the applicant an opportunity for an administrative hearing on the denial. If the Department has reason to believe an amusement ride or amusement attraction that is registered...
does not meet the requirements for registration, it will issue a written revocation of registration, and will afford the applicant an opportunity for an administrative hearing on the denial.

(h) **Registration plate.** The Department will issue a registration plate, bearing a unique registration number, with respect to each amusement ride or amusement attraction registered in accordance with this section. The registration plate remains the property of the Department after it is issued. The registrant shall be responsible to ensure that the registration plate remains affixed to the registered amusement ride or amusement attraction in a location where the plate is plainly visible to the riding public. The registration plate is intended as a permanent means of identifying the amusement ride or attraction, and shall remain affixed to the ride or attraction from one registration period to the next. If the registration plate cannot be affixed to the registered amusement ride or amusement attraction in a location where the plate is plainly visible to the riding public, it may be affixed to a sign, placard or surface at the point of ingress to the ride or attraction, so as to be plainly visible to the riding public, and shall physically accompany the ride or attraction at all times. Although the Department will not charge a fee for the issuance of a registration plate, it will charge a registrant $30 to replace a lost or obliterated registration plate. This charge reflects the reasonable cost to the Department of replacing a registration plate.

(i) **Inspection of amusement rides or amusement attractions.** The Department may inspect any amusement ride or attraction, or any device or location it reasonably believes to be an amusement ride or attraction, to determine whether the ride or attraction is properly registered. The inspection will be conducted in accordance with § 139.7(d) (relating to inspection).

**Source**

The provisions of this § 139.4 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276964).

**Cross References**

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.8 (relating to inspection affidavits); and 7 Pa. Code § 139a.21 (relating to registration of bungee jumping operations).

**§ 139.5. Insurance.**

(a) **General requirement.** A person may not operate an amusement ride or amusement attraction unless a policy of insurance is in effect insuring the owner, lessee or operator against liability for injury to persons arising out of the use of an amusement ride or attraction. The insurance policy shall be procured from an insurer or surety authorized to do business in this Commonwealth or eligible to do business under the surplus lines insurance provisions established under Article XVI of The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P. S. §§ 991.1601—991.1625).
(1) If the ride or attraction is a Class I amusement ride or attraction, the minimum limits of the policy must be $100,000 per occurrence and $300,000 in the aggregate.

(2) If the ride or attraction is a Class II amusement ride or amusement attraction, the minimum limits of the policy must be $250,000 per occurrence and $500,000 in the aggregate.

(b) Certificate of insurance. An owner or operator shall deliver a valid certificate of insurance to the Department prior to the operation of an amusement ride or amusement attraction for use by the public. The certificate of insurance shall be delivered to the Department in accordance with § 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department). The owner or operator is responsible for assuring that the insuring company notifies the Department immediately upon cancellation or change of coverage.

(c) Content of certificate of insurance. A certificate of insurance must set forth the following:

(1) The identity of the insured.

(2) The identity, address and telephone number of the insurance company issuing the policy.

(3) Identification of the amusement rides and amusement attractions covered by the policy. This may consist of a roster identifying each ride that is insured under the policy, or an acknowledgment that all of the amusement rides and amusement attractions of a designated owner or operator are covered by the policy.

(4) The policy limits per occurrence.

(5) The policy limits in the aggregate.

(6) The effective dates of coverage.

(7) An acknowledgment that the Department, as certificateholder, is to be notified by the insurance carrier in the event of cancellation of coverage.

Authority

The provisions of this § 139.5 issued under the Amusement Ride Inspection Act (4 P.S. §§ 401—419); amended under: section 14 of the Amusement Ride Inspection Act (4 P.S. § 414).

Source


Cross References

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.4 (relating to registration); and 7 Pa. Code § 139a.21 (relating to registration of bungee jumping operations).
§ 139.6. Itinerary.

The owner or operator of an amusement park, carnival, fair, or other itinerant amusement ride or amusement attraction registered with the Department shall deliver an itinerary to the Department at least 15 days prior to the operation of a ride or attraction for use by the public in this Commonwealth. This delivery may be accomplished by mail, e-mail, personal delivery or fax transmission to the fax number provided in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department). The itinerary must include the following:

1. The name of the amusement ride or amusement attraction owner.
2. The park owner.
3. The carnival, fair, activity sponsor and, if available, the name and telephone number of a contact person for the event.
4. The address and telephone number of the activity site, the fax number of the site (if available) and an e-mail address for the site (if available).
5. The dates open to the public.
6. The name of a contact person on site if available.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.6 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276965).

§ 139.7. Inspection.

(a) General inspection requirement. An owner or lessee of an amusement ride or amusement attraction shall have the ride inspected in accordance with section 7 of the act (4 P. S. § 407) and this chapter.

(b) Occasions when inspection is required. An amusement ride or amusement attraction shall be inspected as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any location</td>
<td>Amusement ride or amusement attraction</td>
<td>Prior to operation for the riding public, and on a monthly basis thereafter during a season of operation for use by the riding public (inspections may be discontinued at the end of a season of operation for the riding public, but shall be resumed prior to any operation for the riding public that is to occur outside of the normal season of operation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amusement park</td>
<td>Amusement ride or amusement attraction</td>
<td>Prior to operation for the riding public, and on a monthly basis thereafter during a season of operation for use by the riding public (inspections may be discontinued at the end of a season of operation for the riding public, but shall be resumed prior to any operation for the riding public that is to occur outside of the amusement part’s normal season of operation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair or carnival</td>
<td>Amusement ride or amusement attraction</td>
<td>Prior to operation for the riding public at each new location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any location</td>
<td>New amusement ride or amusement attraction</td>
<td>Prior to operation for the riding public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any location</td>
<td>Amusement ride or amusement attraction</td>
<td>Prior to operation for the riding public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that has undergone major modification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) **Qualified inspector to conduct inspection.** The amusement ride or amusement attraction owner or lessee shall engage a qualified inspector to perform the inspections required by the act and this chapter. The owner or lessee shall make the amusement ride or amusement attraction available to the qualified inspector. The owner or lessee shall be solely responsible for expenses in connection with the inspection. The qualified inspector shall, at the conclusion of an inspection, issue the owner or lessee the original plus one copy of a complete inspection affidavit form, as described in § 139.8 (relating to inspection affidavits), and retain a copy for the qualified inspector’s records.

(d) **Inspection by the Department.** The Department may inspect any amusement ride or amusement attraction (including the operation of that amusement ride or amusement attraction), or any device or location it reasonably believes to be an amusement ride or amusement attraction, to determine whether the ride or attraction is properly registered, whether the ride or attraction has been inspected by a qualified inspector, whether the qualified inspector has performed a competent inspection of the ride or attraction and whether the ride or attraction otherwise complies with the act and this chapter. The inspection may be unannounced or with advance notice to the owner or lessee. The Department will endeavor to
conduct these inspections at reasonable times and with a minimum intrusion, unless otherwise necessary to safeguard the public.

(e) **Responsibility of owner, lessee or operator to allow inspection.** An owner, lessee or operator shall allow the Department to inspect an amusement ride or amusement attraction, and may not hinder or impede the Department in the performance of the inspection.

(f) **Responsibility of owner, lessee or operator to produce records.** At the request of the Department, an owner, lessee or operator shall produce documentation as to both the operation and maintenance of an amusement ride or amusement attraction.

### Source

The provisions of this § 139.7 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276966).

### Cross References

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.4 (relating to registration); and 7 Pa. Code § 139a.26 (relating to cranes).

### § 139.8. Inspection affidavits.

(a) **Inspection affidavit required.** An owner or lessee shall, with respect to each amusement ride or amusement attraction that is to be operated for use by the public, file a written affidavit with the Department, affirmed by a qualified inspector, that the amusement ride or amusement attraction has been inspected in accordance with the requirements of the act and this chapter, and meets those requirements. A single inspection affidavit may pertain to multiple amusement rides or amusement attractions.

(b) **Filing the inspection affidavit.** An owner or lessee shall file an inspection affidavit with the Department within 48 hours of the inspection. Filing shall be accomplished in accordance with § 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department).

(c) **Copy of inspection affidavit to be retained for inspection onsite.** An owner or lessee shall be responsible to ensure that a copy of the inspection affidavit described in subsection (b) is retained at the site where the amusement ride or amusement attraction is being operated for public use. The inspection affidavit shall be made available for inspection upon request of the Department. The Department may retain the onsite copy of the inspection affidavit, provide the owner, lessee, operator or attendant a receipt for the same, and allow the amusement ride or amusement attraction to continue being operated for public use.

(d) **Notice of compliance to be posted.** An owner or lessee of an amusement ride or amusement attraction shall post a notice advising the public of compliance with the act. This notice is in addition to any registration plate issued in accor-
dance with § 139.4 (relating to registration). The notice shall be posted at a place readily observed by the public and consist of a sign made of durable material suitable for the location where it is posted. The notice must be on a bright green background, with white lettering. The size of the letters must be at least 1/2 inch in height and 1/8 inch width stroke reading:
THIS RIDE HAS (OR ALTERNATE—THE RIDES IN THIS PARK, CARNIVAL, FAIR, ETC. HAVE) BEEN INSPECTED AS REQUIRED BY THE PENNSYLVANIA AMUSEMENT RIDE INSPECTION ACT.

**Source**

The provisions of this § 139.8 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276966).

**Cross References**

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.7 (relating to inspection); and 7 Pa. Code § 139.9 (relating to qualified inspectors).

### § 139.9. Qualified inspectors.

(a) **General.** The Department will certify persons who meet the requirements of this section to act as qualified inspectors. Any inspection of an amusement ride or amusement attraction required under the act shall be conducted by a qualified inspector who is certified by the Department with respect to the category of amusement ride or amusement attraction that is being inspected. Persons who have been certified by the Department as qualified inspectors prior to December 13, 2008, may continue to inspect amusement rides and attractions under authority of that certification, but shall meet the requirements of this section when the qualified inspector next renews the certification in accordance with subsection (k).

(b) **Certification categories.** The Department will categorize amusement rides and attractions, and will be guided by ASTM categorizations of amusement rides and attractions in this categorization process. The Department will establish specific written tests or hands-on tests, or both, with respect to each category. These categories may address water rides, climbing walls, kiddie rides, train rides, hydraulics, inflatable rides or any other category described in ASTM standards and designated by the Department. The Department will publish the current list of certification categories on its web site (www.agriculture.state.us). The Department may categorize an amusement ride or amusement attraction in a manner other than as categorized by ASTM if there is no applicable ASTM categorization or the Department, in its discretion, believes another categorization is more appropriate.

(c) **Application.** A person may apply to the Department to become a qualified inspector. A qualified inspector application form may be obtained by contacting
the Department through any means described in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department). The qualified inspector application form will require the following information:

(1) The name, address and telephone number of the applicant.
(2) The e-mail address of the applicant (if it exists).
(3) The name, address and telephone number of the particular owner or lessee with respect to which the applicant seeks to become an affiliated qualified inspector, if the applicant seeks to be an affiliated qualified inspector.
(4) A detailed description of the education, training or experience of the applicant with respect to the safe erection, operation and dismantling of the amusement rides and attractions.
(5) The specific categories of amusement rides or amusement attractions with respect to which certification is sought.
(6) Verification that the applicant is at least 18 years of age as of the date of the qualified inspector application form.
(7) The signature of the applicant, verifying that representations made in the application are true and correct, and made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).

(d) Application fee. The application fee with respect to a qualified inspector application form is $50. This fee is not refundable, and shall be paid by check or money order made payable to the “Commonwealth of PA” in that amount.

(e) Filing the application. An applicant shall submit a complete qualified inspector application form to the Department by mailing or delivering the form, together with the fee described in subsection (d), to the address in § 137.14.

(f) Department review and action. The Department will promptly review an application to determine whether the application form is complete and will, within 30 days of receiving the application, provide the applicant the following by mail or electronic means:

(1) An acknowledgment of receipt of the complete application.
(2) A schedule showing dates, times and locations of upcoming Qualified Inspector Tests, and instructions for scheduling the applicant to sit for the test.
(3) Written instructions as to how the applicant may download a Qualified Inspector Test study packet from the Department’s internet web site, receive a test study packet by e-mail or request the Department mail the applicant a test study packet.

(g) Qualified Inspector Test. The Qualified Inspector Test shall be a written test or a hands-on test, or both, measuring the experience and ability of the applicant with respect to the safe erection, operation and dismantling of amusement rides or attractions that are in the category of amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which certification is sought. The test may address multiple categories of amusement rides and attractions. The Department will score a Qualified Inspector Test. The passing score for the test shall be 70% or higher.
The Department will report the results to the applicant by mail or electronic means within 30 days of the date of the qualified inspector test.

(h) *Qualified inspector’s certificate and credential card.*

1. If an applicant passes the Qualified Inspector Test, the Department will issue a certificate and a credential card identifying the applicant as a qualified inspector of amusement rides and attractions, specifying whether the person is an affiliated qualified inspector or a general qualified inspector, and setting forth the following:

   1. The name of the qualified inspector and, on the credential card only, a photograph of the qualified inspector.
   2. The date of certification and the expiration date.
   3. The particular owner or lessee with respect to which the applicant is authorized to act as an affiliated qualified inspector, if the application does not specify an affiliation, if issued to an affiliated qualified inspector.
   4. The categories of amusement rides or attractions with respect to which the applicant is certified as a qualified inspector.

2. The certificate and credential card will remain the property of the Department and shall, upon the written request of the Department, be surrendered to the Department. The applicant shall be responsible to coordinate with the Department to obtain the photograph required for the issuance of the credential card.

(i) *Powers of affiliated qualified inspectors and general qualified inspectors.*

1. An affiliated qualified inspector may do the following:

   1. Conduct an inspection of an amusement ride or amusement attraction that is both of the following:

      A. Owned or leased by a person designated on the affiliated qualified inspector’s certificate and credential card.

      B. Within a category with respect to which the qualified inspector is certified.

   2. Issue inspection affidavits as described in §139.8 (relating to inspection affidavits).

   3. Charge a fee for conducting an inspection, but not a fee that varies with whether an amusement ride or amusement attraction passes or fails the inspection.

2. A general qualified inspector may do the following:

   1. Conduct an inspection of an amusement ride or amusement attraction that is within a category with respect to which the qualified inspector is certified.

   2. Issue inspection affidavits as described in §139.8.

   3. Charge a fee for conducting an inspection, but not a fee that varies with whether an amusement ride or amusement attraction passes or fails the inspection.
(j) **Duration of certification.** A qualified inspector’s certification will expire 3 years from the date of certification, unless revoked or suspended earlier by the Department.

(k) **Renewal of current certificate and credential card.**

(1) A qualified inspector may renew certification by delivering to the Department, at the address in § 139.14 and prior to the expiration of the current certificate and credential card, a complete renewal form. A person may obtain this form by contacting the Department through any means described in § 139.14. The renewal form will require the information described in subsection (c)(1)—(7), and the following:

(i) A copy of a course completion certificate verifying that the applicant has met the continuing education requirement in subsection (l).

(ii) A nonrefundable $50 application fee, by check or money order made payable to the “Commonwealth of Pennsylvania” in that amount.

(2) The Department will, within 30 days of receipt of a complete renewal form, mail or deliver to the applicant approval or denial of the requested renewal, or a request for additional information. If the Department denies the renewal it will provide written notice of the basis for denial. A renewed certificate will be valid for the period described in subsection (j).

(l) **Continuing education requirement.** As a prerequisite to renewal of certification under subsection (k), an affiliated qualified inspector shall attend at least 24 hours of relevant Department-approved continuing education training in the area of safe amusement ride and attraction erection and operation during the period of certification. A general qualified inspector shall attend at least 48 hours of this training during the period of certification. If a qualified inspector fails to comply with this continuing education requirement, certification will expire as of the expiration date on the qualified inspector’s current certificate and credential card. If the Department determines that amusement rides or amusement attractions belonging to a particular category established under subsection (b) are of a comparatively simple design or operation to reasonably justify a requirement of fewer hours of continuing education for qualified inspectors of that particular category of amusement ride or amusement attraction than are otherwise required under this subsection, it may establish this continuing education requirement by publishing notice of this requirement in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, posting notice of this requirement on its web site and providing all qualified inspectors for the subject category of amusement ride or amusement attraction with written notice of this requirement. This reduced continuing education requirement may not entail less than 16 hours of continuing education training.

(m) **Revocation or suspension of certification.** The Department may revoke the certification of a qualified inspector for cause, after providing the qualified inspector written notice and opportunity for a hearing. A revocation will be for a specific period of time determined by the Department. The circumstances justifying revocation include the following:
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(1) Allowing another person to conduct an amusement ride or amusement attraction inspection under authority of the certificate or credential card.

(2) Issuing an inspection affidavit without first conducting a thorough inspection of the amusement ride or amusement attraction that is the subject of the inspection affidavit.

(3) Issuing an inspection affidavit with respect to an amusement ride or amusement attraction that does not meet the requirements of the act and this chapter.

(4) Representing a qualified inspector to be an employee or agent of the Department.

(5) Inspecting an amusement ride or amusement attraction that is not in the category of amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which the qualified inspector is certified.

(6) Basing an inspection fee amount upon whether an inspection affidavit is issued with respect to the amusement ride or amusement attraction inspected.

(7) Altering or defacing a certificate or credential card for the purpose of obscuring or misrepresenting the information on either document.

(8) Other violations of the act or this chapter.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.9 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276966) to (276967).

§ 139.10. Advisory Board.

(a) The Board is established under authority of the act, to exercise the powers and perform the duties ascribed to it in the act. The Board is appointed by the Governor, and consists of ten members, as follows:

(1) A representative of the amusement ride manufacturers.

(2) Two representatives of the Pennsylvania State Showmen’s Association.

(3) Two representatives of the Pennsylvania Amusement Park Association.

(4) A representative of the Pennsylvania State Association of County Fairs.

(5) A mechanical engineer.

(6) Two public representatives.

(7) The Secretary or a designee, who will be designated by the Governor as the Chairperson.

(b) The Board will hold public hearings at a time and place that the Board specifies to carry out its responsibilities.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.10 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276967) to (276968).
§ 139.11. Accident reporting.

(a) Report required. An owner or lessee shall file an accident report with the Department with respect to any accident which results in death or serious injury or illness as a result of the operation of an amusement ride or amusement attraction. The accident report form shall be faxed or delivered to the Department, at the address or fax number in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department), within 48 hours after the owner, lessee or operator is aware of the death, serious injury or illness. The reporting requirement described in this subsection applies from the time the owner or lessee acquires knowledge that such a death has occurred, or that the injury or illness is a serious injury or illness, as that term is defined in § 139.2 (relating to definitions) and section 2 of the act (4 P.S. § 402).

(b) Accident report form. An accident report required under the act and this section shall be made on a form provided by the Department. The accident report form may be downloaded from the Department’s web site, or a supply of accident report forms may be obtained from the Department by request directed to the Department in accordance with § 139.14. The following information shall be included in an accident report:

(1) The name and address of the operator of the amusement ride or amusement attraction at which the death or serious injury or illness occurred.

(2) The name and address of the owner or lessee of the amusement ride or amusement attraction at which the death or serious injury or illness occurred.

(3) A description of the ride involved, including registration number, name of ride, manufacturer and manufacturer’s serial number.

(4) A detailed description of the incident giving rise to the death or serious injury or illness.

(5) The name and address of the dead, ill or injured person.

(6) A general summary of the apparent illness or injuries sustained by each dead, ill or injured person.

(7) The names and addresses of all known witnesses to the incident giving rise to the death, illness or injury.

(8) The signature of the owner or lessee, verifying the accuracy of the injury report form subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).

(c) Duty of owner, lessee or operator to close ride or attraction pending inspection.

(1) When a death, a serious injury or illness or a fire occurs as a result of an operation of an amusement ride or amusement attraction, the owner, operator or lessee shall immediately close the ride or attraction until it has been inspected and declared safe by a qualified inspector.

(2) If the serious injury described in paragraph (1) results in death, dismemberment, significant disfigurement or permanent loss of the use of a body
organ, the required inspection shall be performed by a qualified inspector who is an employee of the Department, and the ride or attraction may not be reopened until it has been inspected and approved to reopen, in writing, by the Department.

(3) If the serious injury described in paragraph (1) results in death, the ride or attraction may not be reopened until the written approval described in paragraph (2) is obtained and the ride or attraction is declared safe by the insurance company of the owner. This declaration shall be by writing delivered to the Department.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.11 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276968).

Cross References
This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139a.57 (relating to site operating manual).

§ 139.12. Variances.

(a) Application. An affected owner or lessee of amusement rides or attractions may apply in writing to the Department for an order for a variance from any rule, regulation or standard.

(b) Exceptions. The Secretary may grant exceptions from the rules, regulations and standards adopted by the Department under the act if one of the following applies:

(1) It is evident that the action is necessary to prevent undue hardship.

(2) Existing conditions prevent practical compliance and reasonable safety of the public can, in the opinion of the Secretary, be assured.

Source


§ 139.13. Penalties.

(a) Civil penalties.

(1) A person who willfully or repeatedly violates the act or this chapter is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $2,000 with respect to each violation.

(2) If the Department elects to pursue a civil penalty, it will provide the person who is the proposed subject of that civil penalty with written notice of the proposed adjudication assessing the civil penalty, and afford that person 7 working days from receipt of that notice within which to deliver to the Department a written request for an administrative hearing on the proposed civil penalty.

(3) A written request for an administrative hearing must specify those portions of the proposed adjudication with respect to which the person requesting
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the hearing takes issue, the basis for the objection and other relevant facts or arguments not addressed in the proposed adjudication. The administrative hearing will be limited to these objections, additional facts or arguments. Any portion of the proposed adjudication that is not specifically objected to will be deemed admitted at the administrative hearing.

(4) The Department will, in accordance with section 11(a) of the act (4 P. S. § 411(a)), grant an administrative hearing within 7 days of receiving a written request for an administrative hearing. The Department will grant this hearing by mailing or delivering a notice to the person making the request, setting forth the date, time and location of the administrative hearing. An administrative hearing is “granted” for purposes of section 11(a) of the act if the referenced notice is mailed or delivered within the 7-day period, regardless of whether the actual scheduled date of the administrative hearing is before or after the expiration of the referenced 7-day period.

(5) If a timely request for an administrative hearing is not received, the Department will issue the proposed adjudication as its final adjudication, and deliver that final adjudication to the subject of that document.

(b) Criminal penalties. An owner or lessee of an amusement ride or amusement attraction who willfully violates the act or this chapter where the violation causes death to a member of the public exposed to the violation, commits a misdemeanor of the third degree and shall, upon conviction, be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding $2,500 or to a term of imprisonment not exceeding 1 year, or both. If the conviction is for a violation committed after a first conviction, the offender shall be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding $5,000 or to a term of imprisonment not exceeding 1 year, or both.

(c) False representation. A person who knowingly makes a false statement, representation or certification in an application, record, report, plan or other document filed or required to be maintained under the act commits a misdemeanor of the third degree and shall, upon conviction, be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding $2,500 or to a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months, or both.

Source
The provisions of this § 139.13 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276968) to (276969).

§ 139.14. Contacting the Department.

(a) Methods of contact. For purposes of the act and this chapter, the Department may be contacted as follows:

(1) By mail to the following address:
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
ATTN: Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standards
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2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408
(2) By telephone to (717) 787-2291.
(3) By fax to (717) 783-4158.
(4) By e-mail to: ra-amusementrides@state.pa.us.

(b) Obtaining forms. Forms and documents referenced in this chapter may be obtained by mailing, faxing or telephoning a request to the Department, or may be available from the Department’s web site, at: www.agriculture.state.pa.us

(c) Filing documents with the Department. A document required to be filed with the Department under this chapter will be considered “filed” as of the date of postmark, fax transmission, e-mail delivery or actual delivery, whichever occurs first.

(d) Delivering documents to the Department. A document required to be delivered to the Department under this chapter will be considered “delivered” as of the date it is received at the Department, whether by mail delivery, e-mail, personal delivery, facsimile transmission or other electronic means.

Source


Cross References

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.4 (relating to registration); 7 Pa. Code § 139.5 (relating to insurance); 7 Pa. Code § 139.6 (relating to itinerary); 7 Pa. Code § 139.8 (relating to inspection affidavits); and 7 Pa. Code § 139.11 (relating to accident reporting).

Subchapter B. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Sec.
139.41. General.
139.42. Structures.
139.43. Passenger-carrying rides.

§ 139.41. General.

(a) Design and construction. Manufacturers and fabricators of amusement rides and attractions shall design and construct the amusement rides, devices and structures to carry all loads safely and to withstand normal stresses to which they may be subjected. Structural materials and construction of rides and attractions must conform to recognized engineering practices, procedures, standards and specifications. This information shall also be furnished by the owner or operator for existing rides and attractions if required by the Department. Stress analysis and other data pertinent to the design, structure, factors of safety or performance characteristics shall be in accordance with accepted engineering practices.
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(b) **ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards.** Manufacturers and fabricators of amusement rides and attractions shall comply with current ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards concerning amusement rides and devices as they pertain to manufacturer responsibilities for equipment design, testing, erection, operation maintenance and inspections. These ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards and subsequent amendments are incorporated by reference.

(c) **Changes or modifications.**

(1) The applicable standards shall be the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards in effect as of the earlier of the following:

(i) The date of contract for original manufacture of the amusement ride or attraction.

(ii) The date of the bill of sale from the manufacturer to the original purchaser of the amusement ride or attraction.

(2) Any changes or modifications to the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards after the earlier of the dates described in paragraph (1)(i) and (ii) may not apply to the amusement ride or amusement attraction unless the standards themselves require retroactive implementation or the Department makes adherence to these new standards a condition of registration.

(d) An amusement ride or amusement attraction shall operate in strict accordance with the applicable ASTM International Standards. If the attraction is modified the latest version of the ASTM International Standards shall apply to the change, alteration or modifications.

(e) Owners of existing amusement rides and attractions are responsible for obtaining the required construction maintenance and operational information from the manufacturer if available.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.41 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276969).

Cross References

This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.43 (relating to passenger-carrying rides).

§ 139.42. Structures.

Permanent buildings, enclosed structures that are not manufactured as part of an amusement ride or amusement attraction but that are nevertheless used for or as an amusement ride or amusement attraction shall be constructed to conform to the Pennsylvania Construction Code Act unless exempted under that statute or its attendant regulations, and shall have posted therein a certificate of occupancy issued by a building code official in accordance with the Pennsylvania Construction Code Act.
§ 139.43. Passenger-carrying rides.

Amusement rides and amusement attractions shall be designed for safe operation and meet applicable ASTM International Standards, as described in § 139.41(c) (relating to general), and conform to the other requirements of this section to the extent they do not conflict with applicable ASTM International Standards.

1. Interior and exterior parts. The interior and exterior parts of passenger-carrying amusement rides with which a passenger may come in contact shall be smooth and rounded, free from sharp, rough or splintered edges and corners, with no protruding studs, bolts, screws or other projections which might cause injury.

2. Padding. Interior parts upon which a passenger may be forcibly thrown by the action of the ride shall be adequately padded.

3. Restraining devices. Rides equipped with a safety bar, cage or other mechanically operated restraining device shall be equipped with a retiring cam or other device so designed that the safety bar, cage or other mechanically operated device cannot be inadvertently released.

4. Self-powered rides. Rides which are self-powered and which are operated by a passenger shall have the driving mechanism and any moving part that mightpose a threat to the rider guarded and the guards secured in place to prevent passengers from gaining access to the mechanism.

5. Safe entrance, exit and support. Belts, bars, footrests and other equipment as may be necessary for safe entrance and exit and for support while the ride is in operation shall be provided. The equipment and the fastenings must be of sufficient strength to retain the passengers.

6. Passenger restraints. Passenger restraining or containing devices used on tubs, cars, chairs, seats, gondolas and other carriers on a ride where the forces generated by the action of the ride require retention, restraining or actual physical support of the passenger shall be designed, constructed and installed where deemed necessary by the manufacturer to support the passenger safely. The fastening must be of a type which cannot be inadvertently released.

7. Anchorages. Anchorages for the required restraining devices must have strength at least equal to the strength of the restraining device.

8. Travel clearance. The path of travel of an amusement ride must have a clearance envelope that meets ASTM International Standards for patron clearance envelopes, to ensure that a passenger on the ride cannot be injured by contacting a structural member or other fixed or moveable object when the passenger is in the riding position in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications.
(9) **Emergency brakes and antirollback devices.** Emergency brakes and antirollback devices must be in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and, if required or recommended by the manufacturer, must be in place and operational when the ride is open for use by the public.
   (i) If cars or other components of an amusement ride are subject to collide upon failure to normal controls, emergency brakes sufficient to prevent collisions shall be provided.
   (ii) On rides which make use of inclined tracks, automatic antirollback devices shall be installed to prevent backward movement of the passenger-carrying units in case of failure of the propelling mechanism, unless movement in the reverse direction would not cause injury or damage.

(10) **Speed-limiting device.** An amusement ride capable of exceeding its maximum safe operating speed shall be provided with a maximum speed-limiting device.

(11) **Signal systems.**
   (i) Signal systems for the starting and stopping of amusement rides shall be provided where the operator of the ride does not have a clear view of the point at which passengers are loaded and unloaded, or where the ride operator does not have a clear view of oncoming or returning passenger-carrying vehicles with sufficient line-of-sight to prevent a collision. A signal system must be a mechanical, electronic or other system that meets or exceeds the manufacturer’s recommendations.
   (ii) A code of signals adopted for the operation of an amusement ride shall be printed and kept posted at both the operator’s station and the signalman’s station. A person who may use these signals shall be adequately instructed in their use.
   (iii) Signals for the movement or operation of an amusement ride shall be printed and kept posted at both the operator’s and signalman’s stations. A person who may use these signals shall be carefully instructed in their use.

(12) **Protection against moving parts.**
   (i) An amusement ride may not be used or operated while a person is located in a position where a person would be endangered by the amusement ride. Areas in which persons may be endangered must be fenced, barricaded or otherwise guarded against public intrusion.
   (ii) A ride containing or having a mounting that could entangle a passenger’s hair must be guarded to minimize the risk of entanglement in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.
   (iii) Machinery used in or with an amusement ride must be enclosed, barricaded or otherwise effectively guarded against accidental contact. Guards removed for maintenance purposes shall be replaced before normal operation is resumed.

(13) **Amusement ride and attraction ancillary equipment.**
   (i) **Air compressors and hydraulic equipment.**
(A) Air compressors, air compressor tanks and appurtenances used in connection therewith shall be designed, constructed, equipped and maintained to insure safe operation.

(B) Air compressor tanks and other receivers used in connection with air compressors must comply with 34 Pa. Code Chapter 3a (relating to boilers and unfired pressure vessels).

(C) Air compressor tanks and other air receivers used in connection with air compressors must have the maximum allowable working pressure conspicuously marked thereon.

(ii) Oil and hydraulic systems.

(A) Oil and hydraulic systems and related equipment used in connection with amusement rides and attractions must be free of leaks and maintained to insure safe operations. These systems must have a dumping or by-pass valve that shall be drilled and sealed at 125% of working pressure by the manufacturer. Pressure gauges must have the maximum safe working pressures conspicuously marked thereon. Systems must have a manual lowering valve.

(B) Flexible hoses must have a bursting strength sufficient to withstand eight times working pressure and be tested at a pressure at least four times working pressure. They must be compatible with the fluid used therein.

(iii) Internal combustion engine power sources.

(A) Internal combustion engine power sources must be of adequate type design and capacity to handle the design load.

(B) Refueling of fuel tanks shall be performed only when the ride or attraction is closed down and unloaded and the engine is not running.

(C) When the engine is in an enclosed area, adequate ventilation shall be provided and the engine exhaust shall discharge to the outside.

Source
The provisions of this § 139.43 adopted December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276970) and (316827) to (316828).

Cross References
This section cited in 7 Pa. Code § 139.71 (relating to general requirement).

Subchapter C. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND RECORDS

Sec. 139.71. General requirement.
139.72. Erection/disassembly of amusement rides and attractions.
139.73. Electrical system and equipment.
139.74. Temporary wiring.
139.75. Fire protection and prevention.
§ 139.71. General requirement.

(a) Owners and operators of amusement rides, devices and structures shall conform to the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards in effect as of the date the amusement ride or amusement attraction is registered with the Department, as they pertain to owner/lessee/operator responsibilities for equipment erection, testing, operation, maintenance and inspection. Changes or modifications to the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards after this registration date may not apply to the amusement ride or amusement attraction unless the standards themselves require retroactive implementation or the Department makes adherence to these new standards a condition of registration.

(b) An amusement ride or amusement attraction must be constructed, maintained and operated in strict accordance with the applicable ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards. If the attraction is modified, the latest version of the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards apply to the change, alteration or modification. If the modification is a major modification, the owner, operator or manufacturer shall also comply with § 139.78 (relating to rebuilt and modified rides).

(c) Air compressors and hydraulic equipment shall be inspected under § 139.43(13) (relating to passenger-carrying rides).

Source
The provisions of this § 139.71 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276973).

§ 139.72. Erection/disassembly of amusement rides and attractions.

The owner or lessee shall cause each amusement ride, device or attraction to be erected in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations as provided for in ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards, and conform to the other requirements of this section to the extent they do not conflict with applicable ASTM International Standards.

(1) Lighting. Amusement rides, access thereto, and means of egress therefrom shall, while in operation or occupied, be provided with illumination by natural or artificial means sufficient to guard against injuries to the public.

(2) Proximity to high voltage lines. Amusement rides must be located at least 15 feet from suspended high voltage lines carrying greater than 600 volts, or as otherwise defined in the National Electrical Code.

(3) Ride entry and discharge. Safe and adequate means of normal entry and normal discharge from each ride shall be provided.
(i) At least two unrestricted means of egress remote from each other shall be provided from each floor, tier, room or balcony in structures which house amusement rides.

(ii) Access to the means of egress shall be marked by readily visible signs in all cases where it is not immediately visible to the passengers.

(iii) A means of egress must be at least 36 inches in width.

(iv) The width of a stairway shall be taken as the length of the treads between stringers. The width of a doorway shall be taken as the width of the door.

(v) The maximum travel distance from the most remote point in a room or enclosed space to an exit may not be greater than the following:

(A) One hundred fifty feet in unsprinklered construction.
(B) Two hundred feet in sprinklered construction.
(C) Seventy-five feet in dead ends.

(vi) Means of access and egress must have protection from adjacent hazards and protection from falling by use of rails, enclosures or similar means.

(vii) Means of access and egress must be free from debris, obstructions, projections and slipping, tripping and other hazards.

(viii) The head clearance in passageways may not be less than 7 feet.

(ix) Means of access or egress must have either stairways or ramps and connecting landings or platforms where the public enter or leave an amusement ride that is above or below grade.

(x) Stairways, passageways, ramps, landings or platforms must be at least 36 inches in width for single lane passage or 44 inches for double lane passage. Landings or platforms must be at least 3 feet long measured in the direction of travel.

(xi) Stair treads must be at least 9 inches deep, exclusive of nosing, and the rise may not exceed 8 inches. Between two connecting levels, the treads must be uniform depth and the risers must be of uniform height. The slope of ramps may not exceed one in ten except when nonslip surfaces are provided.

(xii) Handrails must be provided on both sides of all stairways of four or more risers connecting adjoining levels whose difference in elevation is 30 inches or more.

(xiii) Handrails must be at least 30 inches and no more than 34 inches above the surface of step treads and 42 inches above the landings, platforms, runways and ramps which are 4 feet or more in height or are adjacent to dangerous equipment or areas over deep water.

(xiv) The distances between handrails may not be less than 18 inches for single lane passage and 36 inches for a double lane passage.
(xv) One intermediate rail spaced equal distance from handrail and base or equivalent construction to prevent a passenger from falling through the handrails shall be provided with all handrails.

(xvi) Stairways and ramps requiring handrails which are more than 8 feet wide shall be provided with railings dividing the widths into not more than 8 feet, and not less than 22 inches in width.

Source
The provisions of this § 139.72 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276973) to (276974).

§ 139.73. Electrical system and equipment.
(a) Amusement rides and attractions where restoration of electrical power could create a hazard shall be provided with a magnetic disconnect switch.

(b) An electrically operated amusement ride not designed to be controlled by the passenger shall be provided with an emergency stop switch placed within easy reach of the operator. A second back up—dead man, timer or safety switch, wired in series with the primary start/stop switch, shall be added to kiddie rides to provide added safety from unauthorized starting of the device. The safety switch shall be deenergized at the end of each ride cycle by the operator.

(c) Where electrical distribution and transmission lines have not been deenergized or where special insulating barriers to prevent physical contact with the lines have not been erected, a person shall be designated to give timely warning for all maneuvers of equipment, ride structures and machinery operated proximate to the lines so that ample clearance is maintained.

(d) Electrical wiring and equipment located outdoors shall be of a quality and constructed or protected that exposure to weather will not interfere with its normal operation.

(e) Electrical transformer stations must be properly enclosed and proper warning signs shall be posted.

(f) Outlets of more than 120 volts must be clearly marked to show their voltage.

(g) Services shall be installed in conformance with Article 525 of the National Electrical Code.

(h) Temporary electrical power and lighting installation shall be permitted during periods of construction, remodeling or demolition activities. Temporary electrical power and lighting shall be permitted for a period not to exceed 90 days when associated with operating amusement rides or attractions.

Source
The provisions of this § 139.73 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276974) to (276975).
§ 139.74. Temporary wiring.

(a) Feeders must be provided with overcurrent protection in accordance with the load imposed and conductor size as specified in Article 240 of the National Electrical Code.

(b) Branch circuits must originate in an approved power outlet or panelboard. Conductors shall be permitted within multiconductors. Conductors shall be protected by overcurrent devices at their rated capacity.

(c) Receptacles must be of the grounding type. Unless installed in a complete metallic raceway, branch circuits must contain a separate equipment grounding conductor and all receptacles must be electrically connected to the grounding conductor.

(d) Bare conductors or earth returns may not be used for the wiring of a temporary circuit.

(e) Suitable disconnecting switches or plug connectors shall be installed to permit the disconnection of ungrounded conductors of a temporary circuit.

(f) Lamps for general illumination exclusive of decorative or festoon lighting shall be protected from accidental contact or breakage. Protection shall be provided by elevation of at least 7 feet from a normal working surface or by a suitable fixture or lamp-holder with a guard.

(g) Temporary wiring over 600 volts shall be permitted during periods of construction, tests, experiment or emergency. A less permanent class of wiring and equipment shall be permitted than would be required for permanent installations.

(h) Suitable fencing, barriers or other effective means shall be provided to prevent access of other than authorized and qualified personnel to temporary wiring over 600 volts.

(i) Temporary wiring over 600 volts shall be removed immediately upon completion of construction or purpose for which the wiring was installed.

(j) Temporary electric wiring, if suspended, shall be supported so that its protective insulation will not be damaged.

(k) Overcurrent protection devices may not be installed in neutral or grounding conductors.

(l) Where electrical power is supplied for an amusement ride by a generating system, the generator and equipment must be properly grounded.

(m) Receptacles and attachment plugs must be of the grounding type and have ground fault interrupter (GFI) protection.

(n) Electrical installations and each electrically powered amusement ride must be effective as to noncurrent carrying metal parts which may become energized and which are exposed to contact by personnel. The path to ground from circuits, equipment and conductor enclosures must:

1. Be permanent and continuous.
(2) Have ample carrying capacity to conduct currents liable to be imposed on it.

(3) Have impedance, as evidenced by testing, sufficiently low to limit the potential above ground and to facilitate the operation of the overcurrent devices in the circuit.

(o) Grounding which does not have a resistance to ground of 25 ohms or less as evidenced by testing shall be augmented by additional electrodes as needed spaced not less than 6 feet apart.

(p) Temporary electrical lines placed at ground level must be of the “S” or equivalent type and be adequately insulated and protected in areas of vehicular or pedestrian traffic to provide the maximum public safety.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.74 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276975) to (276976).

§ 139.75. Fire protection and prevention.

(a) Approved U. L. fire extinguishers shall be provided at gasoline-driven rides and otherwise where necessary to secure reasonable and adequate protection from fire hazards. Fire extinguishers shall be placed to be accessed and in use within 20 seconds of a person spotting a fire, and shall be sufficiently removed or protected from highly-flammable or exploding material to prevent their damage or destruction in the initial explosion or flames.

(b) Flammable waste, such as oily rags or other flammable materials, shall be placed in covered metal containers which shall be kept in easily accessible locations. The containers may not be kept at or near exits.

(c) Gasoline and other flammable liquids and flammable gases when stored shall be kept in reasonably cool and ventilated places. The liquids shall be in approved containers. Smoking and the carrying of lighted cigars, cigarettes, or pipes is prohibited in an area where liquids or gases are stored or are transferred from one container to another.

(d) Fabrics constituting part of an amusement ride must:

(1) Conform to the following requirements, based on tests conducted in accordance with ASTM-E-84, or its current successor document:

(i) Flame spread rating of 0 to 75.

(ii) Smoke development of 0 to 450.

(2) Conform to the requirement of vertical burn test as follows:

(i) The average burn length may not exceed 8 inches.

(ii) The average flame time after removal of the flame source may not exceed 15 seconds.

(iii) Drippings from the test specimen may not continue to flame for more than 15 seconds.
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(e) All parts of amusement rides and attractions shall be maintained in a clean condition.

Source
The provisions of this § 139.75 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276976) to (276977).

§ 139.76. Ride and attraction operators and attendants.
The ride operator shall operate the ride, device or attraction as follows:
  (1) The ride operator shall be at least 16 years of age as specified in the Child Labor Law (43 P. S. §§ 41—71).
  (2) On rides involving exposure to water to the extent that accidental drowning could occur, at least one person who is trained in life saving techniques shall be available on the premises at all times during operating hours.
  (3) The operator shall operate one ride at a time.
  (4) The operator may not operate a ride while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
  (5) The operator shall be in the immediate vicinity of the operating controls during operation and no other person shall be permitted to handle the controls during normal operation. This paragraph does not apply to amusement rides designed to be operated or controlled safely by a passenger.
  (6) The number of operators and attendants shall meet or exceed the number of operators and attendants recommended by the manufacturer of the ride, device or attraction or the number prescribed in the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards, whichever number is higher.

Source
The provisions of this § 139.76 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276977).

§ 139.77. Maintenance of amusement rides and attractions.
  (a) Maintenance program. The owner of an amusement ride or amusement attraction shall implement a program of maintenance, testing and inspection, based on manufacturer’s recommendations, providing for the duties and responsibilities necessary in the care of each amusement ride or attraction. The maintenance program must include a checklist to be made available to the person performing the regularly scheduled maintenance. The maintenance program must include, the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards for the operation, maintenance, testing and inspections.
  (b) Electricity lock-out. A person performing maintenance or repairs, or making an inspection, shall lock-out the electrical disconnect switch when restoration of electrical power to an amusement ride or amusement attraction could create a hazard to persons during the performance of maintenance, repair, inspection or an
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emergency evacuation of persons, and ensure that it remains locked out until restoration of power will not create a hazard.

(c) Identification and rating plates. Manufacturers’ identification information affixed to the ride or attraction shall be maintained in a readily visible and legible condition at all times to the inspector.

(d) Wire rope.

(1) Wire rope shall be thoroughly examined. Wire rope found to be damaged shall be replaced with a new rope of proper design and capacity as set forth on the manufacturer’s date tag. If failure of the rope would affect safety of the ride or attraction and its passengers any of the following conditions will be cause for rope replacement:

   (i) In running ropes, six randomly distributed broken wires in a rope lay, or four broken wires in one strand of a rope lay. A rope lay is the length along the rope in which one stand makes a complete revolution around the rope.

   (ii) In pendants or standing ropes—ropes bearing the entire load and subject to constant pressure and surge shocks—evidence of more than one broken wire in one rope lay.

   (iii) Abrasion, scrubbing or peening causing loss of more than 1/3 of the original diameter of the outside individual wires.

   (iv) Severe corrosion.

   (v) Kinking, crushing, birdcaging or other damage resulting in distortion of the rope structure.

   (vi) Heat damage.

   (vii) Reduction from nominal diameter of more than 6.0%. Marked reduction in diameter indicates deterioration of the core resulting in lack of proper support for the load carrying strands. Excessive rope stretch or elongation may be an indication of internal deterioration.

   (viii) Bird-caging or other distortion resulting in some members of the rope structure carrying more load than others.

   (ix) Noticeable rusting or development of broken wires in the vicinity of attachments. If the condition is localized in an operating rope, the section in question can be eliminated by making new attachment. This may be done rather than replacing the entire rope.

(2) Wire ropes used to support, suspend, bear, or control forces and weights involved in the movement and utilization of tubs, cars, chairs, sets, other carriers, the sweeps, or other supporting members of a ride or attraction may not be lengthened or repaired by splicing.

(3) Mechanical devices that brake, control, or come in contact with wire rope, such as rollers, drums and sheaves shall be examined to ensure cleanliness and safe condition. Mechanical devices with broken chips, undue roughness or uneven wear shall be replaced immediately.
(e) Wood components. Footings, splices, uprights, track timers, ledgers, sills, laps, bracing, flooring and all other wood components of rides, attractions and structures shall be inspected for deterioration, cracks or fractures. Emphasis shall be given to insuring tight nails, bolts, lag bolts and other fasteners. When wood piling requires replacement, ground level concrete piers shall be used. Wood members found to be defective shall be removed and replaced with material of equal or greater strength and capacity. Repairs and replacements to fixed roller coasters shall be made in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturer.

(f) Articulations and bearings.

1. The articulating pinions, frames, sweeps, eccentrics and other mechanical members shall be inspected for wear, out-of-round, cracks and other signs of deterioration, and shall be kept in good repair.

2. Main center spindles shall be tested by nondestructive methods according to the manufacturer’s specifications. Test results must list the date of the test, name of the ride owner and serial number or identification number of the device.

3. Bearing surfaces, ball joints and other single or multiple direction mechanical surfaces shall be kept well lubricated, clean and inspected for out-of-round or out-of-spherical and shall be kept in good repair.

4. Gear alignment and gear drives shall be kept in good repair.

5. Motor wiring, general service circuitry, decorative wiring and festoon wiring shall be inspected for signs of deterioration such as cracking. Secure tape repairs may be used; however, use of tape repairs shall be kept to a minimum. Wire clips on articulating devices shall be kept in good repair, and particular attention shall be paid to wires at elbows and at the end of articulating devices during inspections.

6. Retaining, restraining and containing devices shall be inspected to insure they can continuously fulfill their function. Worn and damaged areas shall be repaired immediately or be immediately replaced.

7. The hydraulic system shall be checked for leaks, damaged pipes and worn or deteriorated hoses.

8. A record of each inspection, test and maintenance shall be made immediately upon completion of the inspection/test and indicate those components subjected to special examination, such as X-ray, liquid penetrant, magnetic particle or ultrasonic testing and the dates the examinations were performed. The record must also include breakdowns or repairs and violations of this chapter with action taken to rectify the violation. The record shall be kept and made available to the Department and qualified inspector for at least 3 years.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.77 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (276977) to (276979).
§ 139.78. Rebuilt and modified rides.

(a) Major modifications. An amusement ride which is subjected to major modifications shall be:

1. Re-identified by a different name or identification number, or both.
2. Subject to the act and this chapter as if it were a new ride not previously used.

(b) Repairs.

1. Repairs and replacement of materials shall be performed according to the requirements for new construction and as specified by the manufacturer.
2. Welding on amusement ride structural members and components shall be performed in accordance with American Welding Society (A.W.S.) Standards.

§ 139.79. Records.

(a) The owner or lessee of an amusement ride or amusement attraction shall maintain the following records onsite for 3 years, and make them available upon request of the Department, the Department’s representative or the qualified inspector:

1. Daily inspection records. Daily inspection records—including daily ride-specific inspection checklist records referenced in ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards—shall be prepared and maintained by the owner, lessee or operator who shall be experienced and knowledgeable in the proper assembly and operation of the ride or attraction. The inspection and tests must include operation of control devices, speed-limiting devices, brakes and other safety equipment. The inspection shall be made each day the ride or attraction is put into normal operation.

2. Tests. Tests recommended by the manufacturer shall be recorded and a copy made available to the Department, the Department’s representative and the qualified inspector. Evidence of satisfactory test results shall be recorded on a form or statement by one of the following:
   (i) The manufacturer of the ride or attraction.
   (ii) An insurance carrier lawfully doing business in this Commonwealth and carrying public liability insurance on the ride or attraction.
   (iii) A professional engineer.
   (iv) A person recommended by the manufacturer as qualified to perform the test.

(b) A complete maintenance and testing history file for each amusement ride and attraction shall be maintained at the ride or by the owner and be available to the Department or the qualified inspector.

Source

The provisions of this § 139.79 amended December 12, 2008, effective December 13, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 6843. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (276980).
Introduction

The purpose of this study material is to prepare you for the Class One Rental Restricted Inspectors test to be administered by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture. The successful completion of this test is a prerequisite to you becoming a licensed inspector. A word of caution here: You Will Not pass this extensive test unless you study all the material (not all possible test questions are covered in this study material) and pay close attention during the seminar.

The Intent of this Document

It is the intent of this study material to help the reader become a more valuable member of the amusement industry. It is anticipated that the reader intends to become a Certified Amusement Ride Inspector empowered to operate within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Therefore, it is important for the reader to understand that the ability to become a Certified Ride Inspector rests on a combination of experience, mechanical aptitude, and testing ability. Because of the requirement for experience, NOT ALL THE QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE CERTIFICATION TEST ARE FOUND IN THIS STUDY MATERIAL.

Background

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has charged the state Department of Agriculture with assuring the general publics safety while enjoying amusement rides. To this end the department regulates all types of amusement rides. Many different types of providers operate these rides but generally fall into one of these general categories: Fixed Parks, Traveling Shows, or an Inflatable Ride Rental Agency (this study material and seminar addresses the Inflatable Ride Rental Agency’s only). In general terms these types of agency’s supply various types of portable rides to the general public.

The Department has “State Inspectors” in the field to check rides for safety. These inspectors may from time to time visit your location to assure that the proper safety measures as stated in the Amusement Ride safety and Liability Act No.1994.58 are being adhered to. The Department also has a staff that administrates and oversees the various reporting necessary to assure the safety of the general public.
We as providers of various rides to the general public must provide rides that are properly inspected and installed and therefore meet the high standards of safety that is specified in the Amusement Ride safety and Liability Act No.1994.58.

**HISTORY OF THE ACT**

In 1984, The Amusement Ride Inspection Act was signed into Law (Act 1984-81). The law provides for the inspection of Amusement Rides & Attractions, imposes duties on the Department of Agriculture, creates the Amusement Ride Safety Board, and imposes civil and criminal penalties.

This Act empowers the Department of Agriculture to develop and enforce regulations found in 7 Pa. Code, Chapter 139. It is the Act and the accompanying regulations that dictate the actions of Certified Amusement Ride Inspectors.

**NOTE**

The Department recognizes two (2) levels (also known as classes) of amusement ride inspection expertise. An inspector and or operator must be able to speak, read, and understand English to participate in this test.

**Inflatable Ride Definition**

The ACT defines an Inflatable Ride as “A portable, inflatable kiddie ride consisting of an enclosed play surface, into which children may crawl and thereafter upon which interior or exterior surface the children may jump, bounce or slide.”

This definition could include many different types of rides that are now or might be available in the future. These include inflatable Bounce Rides, Mazes, and Slides. Each ride will set up and operate differently, therefore you must be familiar with each ride that your company owns and know how to properly inspect that ride for safety. Additionally you must provide to the renting public set up and operating instructions as well as safety rules to follow.

The department certifies that rides registered with the state meet the engineering standards set by the Commonwealth. Each manufacturer is required to provide the Department with engineering data which is then approved by the departments engineer as well as meeting the advisory boards approval. All inflatable rides must be constructed using flame resistant materials.
Required Documentation

7 Pa. Code Chapter 139 as amended specifies that various reports be filed with the Department. Below is a review of each form and it’s use:

AMUSEMENT RIDE AND ATTRACTIONS INSPECTION

AFFIDAVIT:

An inspection must be performed on the ride by a licensed inspector on a monthly basis. This inspection must be reported on the form provided for each month that the ride is available for operation. In that many rides are not used during the winter months it is suggested that you file an inspection report (traditionally in the late Fall) stating that you have ceased operation for the year and then (traditionally in the early spring) file a new form reporting that your operation is open for the season.

An inspection form must also be filed for any ride that is used for an “Open to the public” event. The example given in the variance in section #3 is “A person or business that rents an inflatable ride may be an inflatable ride rental entity with respect to some rentals and not be an inflatable ride rental entity with respect to others. It shall remain the responsibility of a person or business that rents the inflatable ride to comply with the requirements of the ACT and its attendant regulations in the event it is not acting as an inflatable ride entity.”

IE: if the ride is used for a backyard birthday party as an example it is not subject to the daily inspection regulation. If a ride is used for an open to the public event an example is a carnival, fair or block party it must be inspected prior to its operation and an inspection report must be filed.

REPORT OF ITINERARY

The Department has also relaxed their reporting form requirements; they will allow use of any format that includes the same information that the state form BARA-02 includes. These forms may be either mailed, faxed, to 717-783-4158 or emailed to the department at jfiloromo@state.pa.us. Do not send duplicates. By filing your report of itinerary the department is aware of all your events and thus, because the state inspectors are aware of the event, your client won’t have their event closed down due to a misunderstanding.

CLASS 1

This is the basic inspection level. A class 1 inspector is empowered to inspect non-complex amusement rides such as Inflatables, Bumper Boats, Go-Karts, Play Ports, Water Slides, Miniature Trains and any other ride or attraction so designated by the
Department. A classification has been added to the class 1 license, it's referred to as Class 1 “Rental Restricted” and covers small inflatables normally in rental inventories.

**CLASS 2**

This is the advanced inspection level. This class requires a more complete understanding of a number of complex amusement ride systems and the ability to communicate this knowledge to others. The required experience and skill are expected to be measurable to the abilities of the student. A class 2 inspector is empowered to inspect all approved amusement rides and attractions in the Commonwealth.

**INSPECTOR IDENTITY CARD**

Upon the successful completion of the appropriate level of testing, a successful applicant is presented with a photo ID card that denotes his/her class, date of issuance, and date of expiration. The Inspector Identity card is valid for Three years from the date of testing, you must attend a seminar every three years to re-validate your card.

It is incumbent upon the applicant that he/she read and understand all the information provided to the student by the Department, to include, but not be limited to, the Act and the accompanying regulations, as well as any appropriate reporting forms and procedures and any other information provided in the study packet.

**PENALTIES**

The applicant must fully, clearly, and completely understand his/her responsibility with relation to Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture Amusement Ride Regulations 7 Pa. Code, Chapter 139, Section 13, Sub-Sections a, b and c with regard to penalties.

**WHAT IS AN INSPECTION**

An inspection is a visual examination of a ride or attraction to identify, report, and eliminate any situation that poses a threat to the safety and well being of human life. Every inspection should include inspecting the integrity of the tie downs, netting, safety buckles, and structural integrity of the material and stitching.
WHY INSPECT

It is the moral and legal responsibility of every amusement ride operator to ensure safe operations. Inspections are a proven means to help ensure a safe operation.

VALUE OF INSPECTION

Hazards can be eliminated, damage to materials and equipment can be prevented, and inspection can assess the effectiveness of maintenance, housekeeping, and training.

Inspection data is critical to safety incident investigation.

Inspection programs provide on-the-job safety training to ride operators.

Inspection records provide a paper trail for management to monitor safety.

TYPES OF INSPECTION

The only acceptable inspection is one that meets or exceeds those functions dictated by the manufacturer and Pennsylvania law.

TIMING OF INSPECTIONS

Pennsylvania law requires that a portable ride be inspected every time it is erected for operation and that every permanent ride be inspected at least once a month.

However, all ride owners operating in the Commonwealth are required to perform daily inspections and each inspection properly documented.

A variance allows rental class rides NOT used for “open to the public” events to be inspected only on a monthly basis. If the same ride is used for an “open to the public” event it must be inspected each time it is set up.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INSPECTOR

The inspector who signs the Inspection Affidavit is the person responsible for the information found on that report.

Each inspector is responsible to provide a signed inspection affidavit for the inspection of all of the rides he or she inspects.
Inspections conducted by a team of inspectors require each team member to submit an inspection affidavit for the rides he or she inspected.

Multiple signers on an inspection affidavit will void the document; require an appropriate inspection and an explanation to the Department of Agriculture.

This information is provided to help the reader more fully understand the demands, requirements, and responsibilities of a Certified Amusement Ride Inspector in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Successful completion of the Class 1 certification test authorizes inspection of items such as: moonwalks, bumper cars, bumper boats, and go-carts, live animal rides, Miniature trains, attractions and other similar devices. Successful completion of the Class 1 “Rental Restricted” certification test authorizes inspection of items such as moonwalks, Inflatable mazes and slides. Successful completion of the Class 1 and Class 2 certification test authorizes inspection of all rides.

“IN PENNSYLVANIA RIDES ARE SAFE”
GUIDELINES FOR RIDE INSPECTION

LOCATION AND INSTALLATION:

Free From Adjacent hazards and Interferences:

All rides, walk through shows, and funhouses, should be located in such a manner that they do not physically interfere with other rides. Severe and even fatal accidents have occurred as a result of improperly placed rides.

Operating clearances should be carefully verified for each ride prior to passenger loading. Nearby utility poles, trees, buildings, and other structures may present interference to safe ride operation and their clearances should be verified. There shall be a six-foot clearance between rides. Particular attention should be paid to overhanging items such as lighting, power lines (15’ clearance required), telephone cables, overhead piping, guide wires, and anything which is apt to be a hazard to the safe operation of the ride. It should be noted, that power lines may increase their sag under conditions of hot weather and heavy current draw (after the initial inspection). Be sure to take this possibility into account when inspections are made.
In Level Position on Solid Ground or Pavement:

Portable rides are intended for installation on solid ground or pavement or interior surfaces. Some will require blocking to produce a satisfactory installation.

Assuming that the soil or pavement is adequate to provide ride support, it is desirable that the ride is approximately level after all adjustments are made. Sighting the ride from several directions can usually do this.

A small hand level can be used to arrive at a more accurate determination. In general, the taller the ride the more need for accurate leveling.

Proper Anchoring

Some rides, particularly high structures, use guide wires or straps to prevent collapse from wind loads or to tie various parts of the ride structure together more or less rigidly. Guide wires and straps, where necessary, should be properly placed, properly adjusted, and in good condition in order to accomplish their job. As specified by the manufacturer connection points of all guide wires should be examined to be sure they are of good quality. If the connection is made to a stake in the ground, be sure that the stake is suitably anchored in the ground (or pavement) so it does not yield and allow the guide wire to develop excessive slack. Guide wires, many times, occur in pairs and when properly adjusted, will have nearly equal tension in both wires of the pair. If the wires are not properly adjusted, excessive movement of the ride may occur. The manufacturer’s manual is a good reference to determine the number, placement and adjustment of the guide wires or cables.

Motors, Belts and Cables Guarded From Public:

All rides should be checked to insure the machinery such as motors; belts, and similar items are effectively guarded or isolated from public contact. The guard or barrier should be such that it does not offer an accident
hazard in itself. Guards should be fixed to the structure when possible, or secured elsewhere if attachment directly to the structure is not possible. In no case, should the unguarded machinery be allowed to operate so as to endanger the public or to the ride operator.

**Proper Fencing and Railings**

All rides must be adequately fenced to provide protection to spectators and riders. Fences should be located to provide a safe distance from the outermost point of swing on aerial rides.

Breaks in fencing should be limited to those necessary to allow proper entrance and exit by passengers. Slides, or their walkways, should be protected by guards to restrain the person sliding from falling over the side. Power units should be shielded from the public. In some cases, this will require fencing barricades or traffic cones. The inspector should use his judgment to determine that a proper result is being obtained.

**STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY:**

**Assembled in Correct Manner:**

A ride, when completely assembled, should be examined to determine if it has been put together properly. Previous experience and the manufacturer’s manual will be of value in making this determination. Will be rather obvious by comparing the assembled ride with photos or drawings in the manual.

Some misassemble will be less obvious, such as a tie down strap not pulling the ride out properly. Sometimes this can be determined by an examination of photos or sketches and sometimes it “Just doesn’t look right”. Any sign or clue of improper assembly should be reason not to allow the ride to operate until the correctness of the assembly has been determined. The essence of correct assembly is the use of proper components in the right places. Be alert to areas, which have been modified from the manufactured configuration. Mechanical items, which you know or suspect to be different from the original item, should be checked to determine if they appear adequate for the job. If the substituted item has deteriorated the quality and safety of the ride, then its use should not be permitted.

**Free of Tares and Excessive Wear:**
Most manufacturer's service manuals and bulletins will indicate the areas where heavy stresses occur and where tares are prone to develop. The bulletins usually pin point specific areas where problems have been found and indicate the corrective action necessary. In some cases, modification kits provided by the manufacturer are required to correct the problem. Insist that the repair be made in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

Safety Devices:

Most inflatable rides are equipped with safety devices that protect the rider from either falling or jumping out of the ride. It is important that these devices be checked each time the ride is inspected. Snaps or buckles must attach so securely that they cannot be unhooked without the operator doing it intentionally.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

Equipment Grounding:

All inflatable rides must be properly grounded according to all applicable codes and be connected to a properly sized and grounded outlet.

Proper Insulation on Wires and Cables:

No broken, frayed or bare wiring may be used. Any wiring repairs must be done to applicable codes, and tested after repairs are made,

Cables Properly Connected at Plugs and Boxes:

All connections to moving portions of a ride must be connected so there is no tendency to pull the wire loose when the ride is operating.

Operate Properly:

The inspector should observe the ride in operation with the operator controlling the ride as he would when operating with a load of passengers. All controls must operate normally or the ride should not be permitted to run until abnormalities have been corrected. The operator should demonstrate the capability to safely unload the riders and stop of the ride in case of an emergency.
Controls shall be “fail safe” so if the power goes off, no hazard is presented to the public. Controls must also be such that no hazard is presented by the ride on resumption of electric service following the loss of power. Resumption of ride operation must be under control of the operator following power interruptions.

The inspector should determine the passenger capacity of the ride from the nameplate or the manufacturer’s manual. No ride shall be permitted to operate with passenger loads in excess of the rated capacity of the ride.

**Proper Loading and Unloading Practice:**

A competent operator trained for the duty shall operate each ride or device. When the ride or device is shut down, provision must be made to prevent operation by the public. No person other than a trained operator shall be permitted to operate the ride. Ride entrances shall have a passenger waiting line, retaining bar, chain, rope, gate or other method effectively restraining entrance to the ride area. The layout of the ride should be such that the operator (or operators) can control the loading and unloading of passengers.

**MISCELANEOUS SAFETY ITEMS**

**Rides Free of Loose Items:**

Moving parts of every ride should be checked to make sure that there are no loose items, which might be thrown off as the ride is operated. This would include such things as covers, wrenches, bolts, nuts, beverage containers or any loose item, which might become a hazard.

**Free of Hazard Projections:**

The entire area of the ride, including the ride proper, the controls, the fencing, staking, ballasts, entrances and exits should be examined to make sure that no hazardous projections which will result in or contribute to an incident.

**Records:**

Should be kept and available for inspection of:

A) Maintenance


B) Safety Inspections
C) Operator Training

*Housekeeping:*

Areas around and under rides should be kept clear of debris.

**GENERAL MAINTENANCE – ALL RIDES**

**TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES**

Prior to calling for factory help on a ride having problems, certain things should be done ahead of time to eliminate wasted time by both parties.

1. Have ride serial number and name available.
2. Have manual ready to use as reference.
3. Have the same person make all calls and be sure to get name of person you are speaking to at the factory. All calls should then be made to that person.
4. Have telephone number ready that you want return calls made to.
5. Have shipping instructions ready to give, such as how, and when, and where to ship parts (no post office boxes).
6. Have list of any alterations, modifications or kits that ride may have.
7. Have a person make the call that is familiar with the problem and can describe symptoms of ride problems, such as, was the problem a gradual thing? did it suddenly quit?, are any sounds occurring that are not normal?, does the problem occur continuously or is it intermittent?, does the ride run but has no braking?, etc.
8. Many times the problem that will completely stop a ride from working will be one of many simple things that are forgotten or overlooked when a person starts to look for
what appears to be a major breakdown. Check the Manufacturers Manual for a trouble shooting section before any calls are made to the factory. It may save several expensive phone calls or a more expensive visit by a factory representative, as well as valuable time.

ASTM Standards

The Pennsylvania Amusement Ride Inspection Act, No 1984-81 as well as the Amusement Ride regulations for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania refer to ASTM Standards.

ASTM stands for American Society For Testing And Materials, an organization located in West Conshohocken, Pennsylvania that facilitates the writing of voluntary consensus standards. Several amusement industry groups, government, and public interest groups formed ASTM Committee F-24 on Amusement Rides and Device in 1978. These groups included the OABA (Outdoor Amusement Business Association), the IAAPA (International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions), Manufacturers, Suppliers, the CPSC (Consumer Product Safety Commission) and members of the Public.

ASTM Committee F-24 on Amusement Rides and Devices develops voluntary consensus standards for the amusement industry. ASTM standards are intended to be voluntary until such time as a government agency adopts the standards. **Pennsylvania has adopted ASTM F-24 Standards as a portion of its Rules and Regulations.**

ASTM F-24 Standards on Amusement Rides and Devices can be purchased from ASTM Headquarters in West Conshohocken, PA by calling (610) 832-9693. To receive the latest standards on F-24, order the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Volume 15.07 on End Use Products. This annual compilation lists changes and additions made by Committee F-24 during the preceding year.

**Glossary of Terms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASTM</td>
<td>American Society for Testing Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>American National Standards Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE</td>
<td>Society of Automotive Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME</td>
<td>American Society of Mechanical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FQA</td>
<td>Fastener Quality Act (Public Law 101-592)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fires have played a part in the amusement industry for many years. In the early 1900’s fire destroyed many amusement piers and parks. In the mid eighties, a devastating fire in New Jersey claimed the lives of 7 teenage park visitors while they were walking through a Haunted House type attraction made up of a series of trailers. Amusement ride regulations were implemented by a number of states’ including Pennsylvania, following the fire in New Jersey.

Fire Safety and Fire Extinguishers play a part in the inspections, operations and maintenance of every fixed site and mobile amusement operation. Areas of concern in the amusement industry include such things as Walt Through Attractions, Gas Powered Rides, Generators, Stock Trailers and Warehouses, Electrical Equipment, Dark Rides, Flammable and Combustible Liquid Storage, as well as many other attractions, amusement rides and devices.

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has classified four general types of fires, based on the combustible materials involved and the type of extinguisher used to put them out. The four fire classifications are A, B, C, and D. Each classification has a special symbol and color identification.
**General Classes of Fires**

Class A:  This type of fire is the most common. The combustible materials are things such as wood, cloth, paper, rubber and plastics. The common extinguisher agent is water, but dry chemicals are also effective.

Class B:  Flammable liquids, gasses and greases create class B fires. Extinguishers to use are foam, carbon dioxide and dry chemical.

Class C:  These fires are electrical fires and a non-conducting agent must be used. Carbon dioxide and dry chemical extinguishers are to be used.

Class D:  Combustible metals fires such as magnesium, titanium and Sodium.

Class E:  These fires require specialized techniques to extinguish them.

**Types of Fire Extinguishers**

Here is a list of fire extinguishers most commonly found in an amusement operation:

- Water
- Carbon Dioxide
- Dry Chemical
- Multipurpose Dry Chemical

Multipurpose fire extinguishers (ABC) will handle all A, B, and C, so be sure to read the labels.
How to Use a Fire Extinguisher

Even though extinguishers come in a number of shapes and sizes, they all operate in the same manner. The easy acronym for fire extinguisher use is:

**P A S S** – Pull, Aim, Squeeze, Sweep

**Pull**  
the pin at the top of the extinguisher that keeps the handle from being accidentally pressed.

**AIM**  
the nozzle toward the base of the fire

**SQUEEZE**  
stand approximately 8 feet away from the fire and squeeze the handle to discharge the extinguisher. If you release the handle the discharge will stop.

**SWEEP**  
the nozzle back and forth at the base of the fire. After the fire appears to be out, watch it carefully since it may re-ignite!

Suggested Areas to check during Fire Safety Inspections

- Trash and litter, no unnecessary accumulation
- Housekeeping, rides and work area neat and clean
- Fire Extinguishers, well marked, correct types, charged and ready to go
- Hazardous Materials, stored in designated areas
- Exits, well marked and unobstructed
- Wiring, good connection, good grounds, insulation intact
- Smoking, only in designated areas, signs posted
- Flammable Materials, being handled with cars, signs posted where applicable

* Please note, this is not an all-inclusive list. Inspectors are encouraged to develop their own list of inspection points.

Inflatable Attractions

**Set-up Procedures**  
The site selected for set-up should be clear of debris and overhead obstructions. Roll out the inflatable and make sure it is fully stretched out. **Anchor the inflatable according to the manufacturer’s specifications.** Attach the blower(s). Before plugging in the blower(s) make sure the power cord and receptacle are the proper voltage and amperage.
Daily Pre-Opening Inspection
Check the ride and surrounding area for debris. Make sure the blower(s) and all anchoring devices are attached properly. Inspect the blower(s) for proper guards and shields. Check all electrical cords for defects and proper connections. Inflate the ride and check inside and outside for rips, tears and debris. Check for signs of aging and cracking. A warning sign stating the rules must be present in good condition, legible and visible to riders.

Operating Procedures
Each operator must be provided with written instructions and safety rules that they can read and understand. The ride should not be operated in high winds. Most manufacturers set a maximum allowable wind limit (usually 25 mph or less). Riders must remove their shoes and loose or sharp objects including facial jewelry. The rated capacity of the ride should never be exceeded and children should be loaded according to their weight. The operator should always watch the riders and not allow any horseplay. All posted rules should be strictly enforced.

Maintenance and Repairs
All maintenance or repairs should be done in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. Materials used for repairing should be obtained from or recommended by the manufacturer. All repairs and materials used in repairs must be documented in a maintenance log.

Cleaning and sanitizing
It is important to the riding public that rides be clean and sanitary. Children are susceptible to all types of diseases; in order to protect them from spreading proper measures must be taken to sanitize the ride after each use. The Pennsylvania department of bedding requires the use of Microban on bedding, it is suggested that this product be used on the exposed play surfaces of inflatable rides.

Emergency Procedures
Emergencies can arise for various reasons. The owner/operator of an inflatable device should have an emergency procedure policy. During an emergency the operator should remain calm and help the patrons exit the ride quickly, but in a safe orderly fashion. After everyone has exited the ride, the company’s policy for shutting down a ride should be implemented. Before the ride is to be put back in service a qualified inspector should inspect it.